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Education: 
Juan Pablo started 8th grade

committed to his studies and the
foundation in order to meet the
requirements for his academics

this year.

Health:
We are currently waiting for a doctor’s

appointment in order to start up his process with
specialists again. Due to the pandemic, a lot of

the authorizations and orders were suspended. He
is currently seeing an orthodontist once a month
and the orthodontist has said that hopefully this
year Juan Pablo can have the braces removed. 

Spiritual:
Juan Pablo was given advice in

areas such as healthy
relationships and personal

search for the Lord. The house
parents will be with him in this

process. 
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Personal:

Juan Pablo started his
development in the foundation
with high expectations. He is a
leader to the other boys on my

occasions, carrying out
responsibilities in a positive way. 

 

Family:
Juan Pablo found out it is

possible that his brother will be
placed in adoption with the

State. This situation has made
him very sad because he was
hoping to be reunited with his
brother. His father and older

brother are in constant contact
with him and are involved in his

process. Juan Pablo has not been
able to visit them due to the
increased violence within his

neighborhood. These conditions
have made him very anxious. 
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Education:
Juan has been very committed to doing his

homework and assignments that his teachers
give him. The head teacher stated that he has
met the requirements academically and he is

doing well in each subject.

Health:
He is healthy and doesn’t need medical attention

at the moment. 

Spiritual:
Juan has been very open to

learning in the devotionals. He
enjoys participating, in addition

to this he shows respect and
admiration for the Lord in his

prayers and comments. 
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88%Personal:
This year Juan is starting middle
school and has shown a positive
attitude towards his studies. In

past years his behavior was
difficult to manage.

Family:
His mother often calls him from
prison. Even though he is doing
well with his great-aunt on his
father’s side and will continue
living with her, he hopes to one
day buy a house for his mother

and live there with her.
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Family:
During the holidays, he spent

Christmas with his siblings and
his foster grandmother, it was a
special time. His siblings have

tried to be very united and they
look out for Giovanny. This year
he hasn’t been able to visit his

family members due to the high
level of violence in his

neighborhood. 

Education:
Giovanny is very motivated this

year because in this grade he
can begin learning different

trades/professions. 

Health:
He continues to have monthly

appointments with the
orthodontist. The orthodontist

has stated that this year he will
have his braces removed. 
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Personal:

Giovanny arrived this year with a
positive attitude. He is willing to

grow in his weaknesses. 

Spiritual:
A new personal process was
started with Giovanny about

youth discipleship. The idea is to
strengthen him emotionally with

the Word of the Lord.


